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Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION 
Several theorists have assumed that interpersonal attraction 
functions to aid individuals in understanding their environment, 
and have postulated that one antecedent to interpersonal attrac-
tion is actual or perceived similarity among persons. Festinger 
(1954) has hypothesized the existence of a drive to evaluate one's 
opinions and abilities which, in turn, leads to comparison with 
and attraction toward those most similar to oneself (Zander & 
Havelin, 1960). Heider (1958) predicts a person tends to like a 
similar individual, and assumes it is B's similarity to A which 
underlies A's attraction to him. Newcomb' a (1953) A-B-X model 
deals with a need for cognitive symmetry with respect to the 
attitude of two individuals toward one another and toward the 
object of communication •. He maintains a strain toward symme-
try operates, and equilibrium is advantageous because it (1) makes 
the other person's behavior more predictable and (2) increases 
'. 
' -
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··one's confidence in his own cognitive and evaluative orientations. 
Similarity between persons, because it is rewarding, is said to 
account for more of.the variance in interpersonal attraction than 
does any other single variable (Newcomb, 1956, p. 579). And 
Ho:rrians (1961), with regard to interpersonal attraction, assumes 
the more valuable a person's activities are to others the greater 
is the.esteem in which he is held. From this it follows that per-
,.i: . , 
: . . , sons will provide more value to one another if they share the same 
orientations, or have similar background. 
T_}iat the degree' of similarity among persons is a powerful 
· factor in their reactions to one antDther has been one of the most 
. «' 
· commonly observed and widely studied phenomena in interpersonal 
relations (Asch, 1952; Back, 1951; Raven, 1959; Schachter, 1951; 
Sherif, 1936). In a similar vein, a number of studies have found 
. greater. similarity among friends than among nonfriends with respect 
to a variety of issues (Bonney, 1946; Loomis, 1946; Newcomb, 1956; 
· · Precker, 1952; Richardson, 1940; Winslow, 1937). 
In a number of experimental studies, attitude similarity has 
been manipulated as an independent variable. For example, re-
latively positive feelings are evoked toward a stranger who is 
r'; 
,· similar to the S on the Allport-Vernon Scale of Values (Smith, 
1957), who expresses a value orientation similar to that of the S 
(Jones &: Daugherty, 1959), who agrees about what should be done 
with "Johnny Rocco" (Schachter, 1951) or has attitudes congruent 
with those of the S on 26 out of 26 issues (Byrne, 196la, 196lb; 
. . 
, Byrne &: Wong, 1962). Byrne (1961b) also found that a stranger 
who is kno~ to have attitudes similar to those of the S was judged 
:; to be more intelligent, better informed, more moral, and better 
· . 
. ·adjusted that a stranger with attitudes dissimilar to those of the 
, subject. 
In another study, Byrne (1962) found that given little information 
about a stranger beyond his opinions on seven issues, the simi-
larity between these ~pinions and those of the S accounted for 
over a third of the variance in attraction ratings. Thus, it ap-
• pears' that attitude similarity is probably one of the major sources 
of re~~rd in fnterp~~sonal relationships. But what of the effect 
of background similarity on interpersonal attraction? 
. \ 
Festing~r (1950), f~und in a laboratory group composed half of 
Jewish girls and half of Catholic girls, the girls in each category 
split their votes for club officers equally between Jews and Catho-
, ;: 
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.lies before members were identified by religious affiliation. 
After identification, the Jewish girls continued to split their votes, 
. , but the Catholic girls overchose within their subgroup. In a 
subsequent situation where religious identification of the voter 
. c: ' -
-~as not possible, both Jewish and Catholic girls voted in the 
,direction of their- respective subgroups. Choice of roommate on 
; the basis of similar religion has also been reported by Goodnow 
, & Tagiuri (1952)'among boys attending a liberal preparatory school. 
:oth~~·hi:vestigators have reported similarity of occupation to be 
a basis for friendship choice among adult members of training 
., 
-. \" 
,,:.:groups (French, l951), and similar.ity in the education and salary 
"of fathers to be a basis for not desiring a change in roommate 
among freshman girls (Broxton, 1962). Similarly, Burnstein, 
. \" 
'·' -,';, 
Stotland and Zander (1961) found that grade school children who 
were told that an adult model was highly similar to them in back-
gound accepted his. preferences relevant to a specific issue, more 
so than Ss who were told that he was not similaT to them. 
Thus, several experiments would seem to imply that back-
ground similarity is an antecedent to interpersonal attraction. 
'·. ; 
One purpose of this study was to investigate this directly. 
",·f 
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A second purpose of the present study was to examine the 
effect of background similarity-dissimilarity on changing one's 
confidence. A number of studies stimulated by Fe stinger's 
(1957) theory of cognitive dissonance (Adams, 1961; Canon, 1964; 
Ehrlich, et al, 1957; Mills, et al, 1959; Rosenl 1961) have found 
that following a choice, people tend to prefer information favor-
. ',. 
ing the chosen alternative (consonant information) to information 
favoring rejected. alt~rnatives (dissonant information). Two re-
. . ... ' 
cent studies (Mills, 1965a, 1965b) found when people are not 
committed to' any of a number of alternative courses of action 
and are complet~iy' uncertain about which is best, information 
favoring any of the 'alternatives will increase their certainty 
,. 
' 
1" ,,· 
about which is best. However, U they are somewhat certain 
that one is best, information favoring that alternative will in-
.' 
crease their certainty, while information favoring the other 
alternatives will decrease their certainty. This result was pre-
dieted on the basis of a theory which differs in some respects 
from dissonance theory. The basic assumption of the theory 
(Mills, 1965c) is that people want to feel certain when they take 
an action that it is better than the alternatives, that it will lead 
.· ,, 
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to the most favorable consequences for motive satisfaction. U 
they a.re not certain.the action is the beet one, they will try to in-
crease their certainty; the lower their certainty the stronger will 
be their desire to increase it. They will also avoid decreasing 
.), · ·· their.certainty~ . Certainty is assumed to be higher, the more 
the information which is possessed favors the action over the al-
- . 
ternatives. The 'resUlts of these experiments coupled with the 
implications o! the several theorists previously mentioned would 
lead to the prediction.that agreement by a person similar in back-
ground will increase one's confidence in his judgment about a 
particular issue of which he was somewhat certain more than 
agreement by a dissimilar other. Recently, however, a few 
studies have seemingly refuted this notion. 
Harvey (1962) found a tendency for subjects to react more 
positively to a stranger than a friend when they were listed as 
.sources of a relatively positive evaluation of the subject. More-
over, subjects tended to react more negatively to a friend than 
a stranger when they :were listed as sources of negative evalua-
tions of the subject.. Similarly,. experiments with children in-
dicate that strangers a.re more effective as agents of social 
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reinforcement than parents, and that strangers are also more ef-
fective than more}amiliar people (Shallenberger & Zigler, 1961; 
Stevenson &: Knights, 1962; Stevenson, et al, 1963). Aronson & 
Linder (1965) have proposed a "gain-loss effect" to account for 
these findings. ?ey hypothesize that when we have grown cer-
tain of the rewarding behavior of a person, the person may be-
'' 
come less potent as a source of reward than a stranger. The 
assumption is that people are accustomed to receiving approval 
from familiar pe?ple. Therefore, additional approval from them 
does not represent much of a gain. However, approval from a 
staanger is a gain (i.e. , unexpected poaitive reinforcement) and 
should result in a greater improvement in performance. Simi-
larly, the results of an experiment by Wheeler & Levine (1966) 
lend support to this "unexpected reinforcement effect. " Each S 
engaged in a "discussion" with two tape recorded confederates. 
The first confederate expressed opinions designed to anger the S; 
the second confederate (the model) then aggressed against the 
first confederate. Prior to the "discussion," the S had been made 
to feel very similar in background to the model or very dissimilar. 
- 8 .. 
It was found that Ss who observed a dissimilar model aggressed 
~ore toward.the instigating confederate than did Ss who were 
paired with a similar model. The authors advanced the hypo-
thesis th~t (a) disagreement by another person similar in back-
ground reduces one's confldence because it is unexpected, while 
disagreement by a dissimilar other is merely what one would 
expect; and (b) agreement by another person dissimilar in back-
ground will enhance one's confidence more than agreement by a 
similar other because justification for one's opinions has come 
from an unexpected direction. 
The purpose of the study was to investigate the effects of 
background similarity-dis similarity on interpersonal attraction 
and on changing one's confidence in his own judgment. The hy-
potheses were as follows: 
1. A stranger with a similar background to that of the 
S will be better liked (i.e., more attractive) than a 
dissimilar stranger. 
z. Agreement by another person (regardless of whether 
he is similar or dissimilar in background) will in-
crease one's certainty of judgment about a particular 
issue. 
3. Disagreement by another person (regardless of 
whether he is a similar or dissimilar otheii will 
decrease one' a certainty of judgment about a 
particular issue. 
- 9 -
4. Disagreement by a person similar in background will 
decrease one's certainty of judgment about a particular 
issue more than disagreement by a dissimilar other. 
S. Agreement by a person similar in background will not 
change one's certainty of judgment about a particular 
issue more than agreement by a dissimilar other. 
\'., 
''Jt •• 
' ' ' ;_'f•' > 
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Chapter II 
PROCEDURE 
Subjects 
The subjects were 61 undergraduate students from two general 
psychology courses at The University of Richmond. 
Procedure 
The subjects were told that E was representing an opinion re-
search outfit which had been asked to obtain the opinions of various 
groups on topics of current political, economic, or moral interest 
and controversy. They were further told that ~ as part of a con-
tinuing survey, would be obtaining the opinions of college students 
at several schools in the area on these issues. Before filling out 
the opinion questionnaire, the Ss were instructed to complete a 
biographical inventory. 
Two weeks later ~ returned to the class and the instructions 
were as follows: 
As part of this continuing survey of opinions on cur-
rent topics of interest and controversy I am back 
again to obtain your feelings on these same issues. 
In the last few weeks there may have been some 
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developments which could have changed your feelings 
on some of these topics. This is what we want to find 
out. Also, each o£ you will be receiving the background 
inventory of a student from another school in the area. 
This is just like the background inventory you com-
pleted the first time I was here. The reason for this 
is two-fold. First, it has been found that peoples' 
first impressions are often very accurate. We would 
like to find out about your first impressions of another 
person based only on some background information you 
will have of this person. The second reason is to give 
you an idea of the opinions of another person on each of 
the issues on the opinion questionnaire. You will see 
that we have placed an asterisk by the choice of this 
other student on each of the issues of the opinion ques-
tionnaire. So, when you get to the opinion questionnaire 
remember the asterisk indicates the choice of this other 
student whose background inventory you have. Also, I 
am going to give each of you back your own background 
inventory because we have some additional questions we 
need answered. Please make sure to answer these 
questions before proceeding on with the other materials. 
Now to go back over the procedure briefly: First, answer 
the questions we have added to your own background in-
ventory; then carefully read over the background inven-
tory of the other student; then answer the questions con-
cerning your first impressions of this person; then again 
fill out the opinion questionnaire as you did the last time 
I was here, remembering the asterisk indicates the choice 
of this other student whose background inventory you have. 
The reason several questions were added to the Ss biographical 
inventories was to provide an excuse for giving out the materials 
by name. Thie was necessary in order to be able to tailor the 
independent manipulations to each S. 
... 12 -
Measuring Instruments 
Interpersonal Attraction. A four item "Personal Impression 
Questionnaire" completed by the S immediately after having read 
over the supposed other student's background inventory and again 
after the S had completed the opinion questionnaire which indicated 
this supposed other student's choice on each of the issues was 
used to measure interpersonal attraction. Likert-type scales 
dealt with political orientation, knowledge of current events, 
possibility of friendship, and feelings about having as a roommate. 
Confidence. The certainty measure was a 7-point scale 
asking the S to rate how certain he was that he had selected the 
best of several alternatives with regard to nine topics of current 
interest and/or controversy such as the war in Viet Nam, mercy 
killings, capital punishment, The Draft, etc. The S indicated 
his degree of certainty following each of the issues before and 
after the independent manipulations. 
Conditions 
Background similarity-dissimilarity was induced through 
the use of the biographical inventory supposedly completed by 
another student. For half of the Ss the inventory of the other 
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person was made quite similar to S's inventory in terms ol age, 
family size, ordinal position, parents' ages, home state, father's 
occupation, hometown size, college major, marital status, 
favorite sports, hobbies,· and religious preference. For the re-
maining Ss, the supposed other student's inventory was made very 
dissimilar on these descriptors. 
Then, for half of the Ss in each of these two background con-
ditions the opinion of the supposed other student was filled out to 
agree with the initial choice of the S on all topics that had been 
rated in the middle of the certainty scale (i.e., 3, 4, or 5 based 
on a 7-point scale). For the other Sa the opinion of the supposed 
other student was filled out to disagree with the initial choice of 
the S on those topics rated in the middle of the confidence scale. 
For all Ss the supposed other person's choice was filled out to 
agree or disagree (depending on the condition) for seven of the 
nine topics. In all cases, where possible, the two topics filled 
out to agree with the S in the disagree conditions and to disagree 
with the S in the agree conditions were topics that the S had 
initially rated a 7 (very certain). In those instances where this 
was not possible, a topic rated 6 was used. If this, too, failed 
- 14 -
to produce the two necessary topics, then a topic rated 1 was used. 
And finally, if necessary, a topic rated 2 was used. 
Thus, the two independent manipulations, background similarity-
dissimilarity and opinion agreement-disagreement, yielded the fol· 
lowing four groups: (1) Similar background-opinion agreement (SA); 
(2) Similar background-opinion disagreement (SD); (3) Dissimilar 
background-opinion agreement (DA); (4) Dissimilar background-
opinion disagreement (DD). 
Interpersonal Attraction 
- 15 -
Chapter m 
RESULTS 
After having read the background inventory of the supposed 
other student, and before seeing the choices of this other person 
on the "Opinion Questionnaire," Ss completed the "Personal Im-
pression Questionnaire. 11 Tke relevant questions were: (a) Do 
you think you could be friends with this person?, and (b) How 
would you feel about having this person as a roommate? It is 
evident from the data presented in Tables 1, Z, and 3 that each 
question strongly differentiated the conditions, with but one minor 
exception. Thus, prior to seeing the choice of the other person on 
each issue of the opinion questionnaire, Ss in the similar background 
conditions(SA and SD) more than Ss in the dissimilar conditions 
(DA and DD) perceived the other student to be a more likely 
friend. 
After completing the opinion questionnaire for the second time, 
and thus seeing the choices of the other person on each of the issues, 
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Ss were again given the "Personal Impression Questionnaire." 
The results of Tables 4 and 5, concerning the question of possible 
friendship, indicate the following: (a) Ss in both the SA and DD 
conditions did not change their perception of the possibility of 
being friends with this other student; (b) Ss in the DA group signi-
ficantly increased in their feelings about the possibility of being 
friends with this other person; and (c) Ss in the SD condition 
significantly decreased in their feelings about possible friendship. 
The results of a 4x£ Analysis of Variance on the other relevant 
question (Table 6) !ailed to yield significant results, although there 
was a definite trend in the same direction. 
Change~ Confidence 
Scoring System. Following each of the nine topics of the opinion 
questionnaire Ss were asked to rate how certain they felt that they 
had selected the best alternative on the following type of scale: 
7 
Very 
Certain 
6 5 4 3 1 
Very 
Uncertain 
There were a number of ways in which the dependent variable, 
change in certainty, could be evaluated. First, the S's absolute 
- 17 -
change in certainty over all nine items might be evaluated. However, 
·there are several reasons why this would not be feasible. First, 
all choices oi the supposed other student were not filled out to 
agree with the S's initial choice for all nine topics in the opinion 
agreement groups, nor were all choices filled out to disagree with 
the S's choices in the opinion disagreement conditions. The reason 
this \Vas done was to avoid creating suspicion that might result 
from an S seeing a person either agree or disagree with him on 
all nine topics. Second, for those items initially rated 6 or 7 on 
the certainty scale, there was little or no opportunity for an S to 
increase his certainty, and for those items rated 1 or 2 there was 
little or no opportunity for an S to decrease in confidence. Third, 
there were a number of instances in which the Ss made conforming 
and nonconforming changes in alternative. ·For example, say an 
S initially selected alternative #2 on a certain issue, the supposed 
other person picked alternative /#3, then the S selected alternative 
#3 file second time. This would be a conforming change. On the 
other hand, say an S initially selected alternative #2, the other 
student picked alternative #3, then the S chose alternative #1 the 
second time. This is a nonconforming change. And the final 
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reason for not evaluating the S's absolute change in confidence over 
a~l nine topics was because of "boomerang changes. " Say an S ini-
tially selected alternative #2 on a certain issue, and the supposed 
other student's choice was filled out to agree with the S's choice 
(i.e., also alternative #2), then the S selected alternative 13 the 
second time. This would be a "boomerang change. 11 
A method of evaluating change in certainty, which did seem 
reasonable in terms of the hypothesis, was to consider only those 
items initially rated in the middle of the scale (i.e.,. 3, 4. or 5). 
Jn addition, it seemed logical to score a conforming change in al-
ternative as a decrease in certainty to 1 (a conforming change in 
alternative for those items initially rated either 3, 4, or 5 could 
only occur in the disagree conditions, since for all items rated 
3, 4, or 5 in the agree conditions the supposed other person's 
choice was filled out to agree with the S's initial choice). For 
example, if an S rated his degree of certainty on a topic as 4, 
then made a conforming change in alternative, this was scored as 
a decrease of 3 in certainty. Those items filled out as agreeing 
in the disagree conditions and as disagreeing in the agree condi-
tions, nonconforming changess, and boomerang changes were 
not included. 
- 19 .. 
For each S, his change in confidence was the mean for those 
~tems rated 3, 4, or 5. For example, if an S initially rated his 
degree of certainty as 3 on two of the topics and his post;..ratings 
were 4 and 6, then the amount of change was 1 and 3, with the 
mean being Z. And if the mean change in confidence for those 
items rated 4 and 5 was 2 and Z respectively, then that S's total 
mean change was 6. 
Results. Table 7 presents mean pre- and post-certainty 
scores for the SA and DA groups. The difference between means 
in the SA condition was significant beyond the one-tailed • 01 level 
(l=4. 32, .!!!_=13); and for the DA condition the difference was signi-
ficant beyond the one-tailed • 05 level (!=2. 32, ~ =11). Combining 
the two conditions the difference is significant beyond the one-
tailed • 01 level (!=4. 65, .!!!_=ZS). The difference between the two 
conditions was not statistically significant (!=1. 08, .!!!_ =24). 
Table 8 presents mean pre- and post-certainty scores for 
the SD and DD groups. The difference between means in the SD 
condition was significant beyond the one-tailed .10 level (!=1. 42, 
.2!_ =10); and for the DD condition the difference was significant 
beyond the one-tailed • 05 level (!=Z. 36, df =11). Combining the 
- 20 -
two conditions the difierence is significant beyond the one-tailed 
• 01 level (!=Z. 58, .2£=22). The difference between the two condi-
tions was not statistically significant (!=O. 09, ~=21). 
Table 9 presents the mean number of boomerangs/number of 
topics filled out to agree for Ss in the SA and DA conditions. The 
difference between the two groups was significant beyond the two-
tailed • 05 level (!=Z.16, .fil._=26). 
Finally, it was found that lout of 14 Ss in the SA condition made 
conforming changes in alternative, while 8 out of 14 Ss in the DA 
group conformed to the supposed other student's choice one for 
more times. A Fisher exact two-tailed test indicates the difference 
was significant (p=. 0064). 
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TADLE 1. 
Mean Responses to Questions Indicating At-
traction Toward The Supposed Other Person 
Prior to Seeing His Choices on the Opinion 
Questionnaire 
Condition 
Question Similar (28} Dissi:nilar (28} 
Possibility of 
friendship (0-6) 5.14 4.25 
Feeling a.bout having 
e.s roommate (0-7) 5.18 4.18 
1 
4.41 
3.38 
Note: Since an assertion was made about the di-
rection of the difference, a one-tailed test wns used. 
l?. 
(.01 
<.. 01 
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TiillLE 2. 
l/.ea.n Responses to Questions Indicating .At-
traction Towa.rd The Supposed Other Per.son 
Prior to Seeing His Choices on the Opinion 
Question 
Possibility of 
friendship {0-6) 
Feeling about having 
as roomma.te ( 0-7) 
Questionnaire 
Condition 
SA (14) DA (14) 
5.14 4.07 
6.14 3.86 
Note: A one-tailed test was used. 
3.77 
3.90 <.01 
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TABLE 4. 
Surnrno.ry of .Annlysis of Vnriance of Pre- and 
Post-Responses to Question 1 (Possibility of 
Friendship) on ".Personal Impression Question-
Source of Variation 
Between Subjects 
A (Condition) 
Ss within groups 
Within Subjects 
B (Friendship) 
AB 
Bx Ss within groups 
*P t.. .05 
**P ~ .Ol 
naire" 
df 1f S F 
55 
3 3.39 3.15* 
52 1.075 
56 
1 .14 
3 1.72 8.19** 
52 • 21 
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TABLE 5. 
Analysis of Variance for Simple Effects 
Source of Variation SS df MS F 
Factor B at a.1 
(Friendship for SA 
Condition) .16 1 .15 
Factor B at a.., 
e;, 
(Friendship for DA 
Condition) 1.75 l 1.75 8.33*· 
Factor B at a3 
(Friendship for SD 
Condition) 2.90 1 2.90 13.81* 
Fa.ctor B at a4 
(Friendship for DD 
Condition) 0 1 
Factor A at bl 
(Conditions for pre-
friendship response) 12.05 3 4.01 6.24* 
Factor A a.t b2 
(Conditions for post-
friendship response) 2.76 3 .92 1.44 
Error within 10.69 52 .21 
Error between 66.62 104 .64 
*P L. • 01 
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T.ABLE 6. 
Summary of Analysis of Variance of .P1c-
aud Post-Responses to Question 3 (Feeling 
About Having as Roommate) on "Personal 
Impression Questionnaire" 
Source of Variation df MS 
Between Subjects 55 
A (Condition) 3 4.65 
Ss within groups 52 2.37 
Within Subjects 56 
B (Pre-Post) l .22 
AB 3 1.82 
B x Ss within groups 52 1.17 
F 
1.96 
1. 55 
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TABLE 7. 
Pre- a.ud Post-Certainty Means for SA 
and DA Groups 
Condition Pre-Certainty Post-Certainty 
SA 7.22 8.81 
N-14 N-14 
DA 6.58 7.71 
N•l2 N•l2 
Total 6.90 7.76 
N•26 N-26 
Note: A one-tailed test was used. 
1 
4.32 (.01 
2.32 .(. 05 
4.65 <.01 
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TABLE 8. 
Pre- and l)ost-Ce1·to.inty Meuns fo1· SD 
and DD Groups 
Condition Pre-Certainty Post-Certainty 
SD 6.82 6.45 
N-11 N•ll 
DD 7.25 5.78 
N-12 .N-12 
Tota.I 7.04 5.62 
N-.23 N-23 
Note: A one-tailed test was used. 
! 
1.42 .( .10 
2.36 I.. .05 
2.58 <..01 
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'l'ADLE 9. 
Mea.n Nur.Jber of Boomcranr;s/Hur.il'lcr of Topics 
Filled Out to Agree 
Condition 
SA (14) DA (14) 
2.26 4.10 2.16 i.. .05 
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Chapter IV 
DISCUSSION 
The results indicate that a stranger having a similar back-
ground is more attrac tive than a dissimilar stranger. In addition, 
some implicit assumptions o! Cognitive Dissonance theory (Fes-
tinger, 1957) have received the following confirmation: (a) Having 
someone of similar background subsequently agree with one's 
opinions is to be expected, and thus does not change one's impres-
sions of this other person; (b) Having someone of dissimilar 
background subsequently disagree with one's opinions also is to 
be expected, and therefore, one's feelings toward this other per-
son do not change; (c) Having someone of similar background 
subsequently disagree with one's opinions produces dissonance, 
which is reduced by changing one's attitude toward this other 
person in the direction of perceiving him as a less likely possible 
friend; and (41) Having someone of dissimilar background subse-
quently agree with one's opinions produces dissonance, which is 
- 31 -
reduced by changing one's attitude toward this person in the di· 
· rection of perceiving him as more likely of being a possible 
friend. · 
The results also support the hypotheses that agreement by 
another person, regardless of whether he was a similar or dis-
. " 
similar other, increases one's certainty in his own judgment, 
',: -
and that disagreement by either a similar or dissimilar other 
decreases one's confidence of judgment on the same issue. These 
findings are in agreement with those of Mills (1965a, 1965b) in 
that they show that when one is somewhat certain (since only 
those topics initially rated in the middle of the certainty scale 
were included in the statistical analyses) that one alternative is 
t'he best choice, information favoring that alternative increases 
one's certainty, while information favoring a different alternative 
decreases one's certainty. 
Though not a stated purpose of the study, the finding of signi-
ficantly more conforming changes in opinion among Ss in the DA 
condition than among Ss in the SA group would seem to support 
the "unexpected reinforcement hypotheses." Agreement by someone 
of dissimilar background provided highly effective support because 
- 3Z -
it indicated that one's opinions were more widely held, whereas 
agreement by someone similar in background was merely what 
one would expect. Further support for this notion comes from 
the finding of a significant increase in interpersonal attraction 
(as measured by the question of possible friendship) among Ss 
in the DA condition after seeing the opinions of the supposed 
other person. This latter finding would also be predicted by 
dissonance theory, which likewise accounts for the boomerang 
results, since agreement by someone of dissimilar background 
presumably produced dissonance, which S reduced by changing 
his opinion awayfrom that advocated by the dissimilar other 
(and initially by the S himself). In a sirrdlar vein, the results 
of a study by Berscheid (1966) found that communicator-com-
municatee dissimilarities relevant to a communication in which 
an opinion taken by the communicatee, prior to the communica-
tion, is advocated, effect opinion change away from the position 
advocated by the eommunicator (and initially by the communi-
catee himself). 
The failure to find significant differences with respect to 
change in confidence between either the SA and DA groups or be-
tween the SD and DD groups suggest that the dimension of simi-
- 33 -
larity of backgrowid did not provide enough value to allow any pos-
sible differential effects upon change in confidence to be significant 
with the measuring instrument used in the present study. An ex-
periment where backgrowid similarities are more relevant to the 
influence attempt might increase the probability of finding possible 
significant differential effects on change in confidence. 
- 34 -
Chapter V 
SUMMARY 
Many studies have demonstrated that interpersonal attrac-
tion functions to aid individuals in understanding their environ-
ment, and several theorists have postulated that one antecedent 
to interpersonal attraction is actual or perceived simila.rity 
among persons. The purpose of the present study was to in-
vestigate the effect of background similarity·dlssimilarity on 
interpersonal attraction and on changing one's confidence in his 
own judgment. The hypotheses were: (a) A stranger of similar 
background will be more attractive than a dissimilar stranger; 
(b) Agreement by either a similar or dissimilar stranger will 
increase one's confidence in hio own judgment; (c) Disagreement 
by either a similar or dissimilar stranger will decrease one's 
confidence in his own judgment; (d) Disagreement by a similar 
other will decrease one's confidence in his own judgment more 
than disagreement by a dissimilar stranger; and, stated in the 
null form, (e) Agreement by a stranger of similar background 
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will not significantly differ from agreement by a dissimilar stranger 
with respect to increasing one's confidence in his own judgment. 
Undergraduate students from two general psychology courses 
initially filled out an opinion questionnaire. Two weeks later 
they were given the background inventory of a supposed other stu-
dent and instructed to read it over carefully, answer some ques-
tions about their first impressions of this person, then again com-
plete the opinion questionnaire on which the choices of this sup-
posed other student were indicated. Two independent manipula-
tions-background similarity-dissimilarity and opinion agreement-
disagreement-;rielded the following four conditions: (1) Similar 
background-opinion agreement (SA); (2) Similar background-
opinion disagreement (SD); (3) Dissimilar background-opinion 
agreement (DA); (4) Dissimilar background-opinion disagreement 
(DD). 
The major results from the statistical analysis were as fol-
lows: (a) A stranger of similar background is more attractive 
than a dissimilar stranger; (b) Having someone of similar back-
ground subsequently disagree with one' a opinions changes one's 
attitudes toward that person in the direction of perceiving him ao 
- 36 -
a less likely possible friend; (c) Having someone of dissimilar 
background subsequently-agree with one's opinions changes one's 
attitude toward that person in the direction of perceiving him as 
a more likely possible friend; (d) Agreement by either a similar 
or dissimilar stranger increases one's confidence in his own 
judgment; (e) Disagreement by either a similar or dissimilar 
stranger decreases one's confidence in his own judgment; 
(f) Significantly more conforming changes in alternative among 
Ss in the DA condition than among Sa in the SA condition; 
(g) Ss in the DA condition changed their opinion away from that 
advocated by the supposed other person significantly more than 
did Ss in the SA group; and (h) No significant differences in con-
fidence change between either the SA and DA or SD and DD con-
ditions. 
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APPENDIX 
Biogrn?hicEl Inventory 
1. Nr.me 
2. Age-·----
3. A&es of brothers and sisters 
B1others 
4. Father's a~e 
5. Mother's Ege 
6. What stEte are you from? 
Sisters 
7. Whet is your fether's (guardian's) c~ief occupation? 
_Professional ( ';)hys icir.n, le~·'Jrer, sci en ti st, engineer, etc.) 
_Semi.....;profess iona 1 (teacher, artist, social ,.ro rker, etc.) 
_Busi!less (factory or store olmer, honker, store ma~r., etc.) 
_Aericul ture an<l Mining (farm or rr.nch ov1ner, forester, etc.) 
__ W~1ite collf .. r r:-orker (clerk, salesman, supe1visor, etc.) 
_Skilled manual vrorker {111achinist, medrn.nic, electrician, etc) 
_Unskilled .:rn.nual ,·~orker (factory vrorker, janitor, etc.) 
_Community Service Worker (uoliceman, 1Hilk111an, etc.) 
_i•·;ili tery (captain, cori:>0ral, etc.) 
_Other 
8. Hov: raa.c1y times did your oerme.nent address chant:.e before you were 
17 years old? 
Never 
-O!le or two 
-Three or four 
-Five or six 
Seven or ;nore times 
9. In ,,•hi ch one of t:rn fol lo,dng kinds of conwmni ti es have you 
resicie0. the longest period of time? 
Urban (a medium or lar£e size city, ~opulution of 50,000 or 
-Fbove) 
su:iurban (c residential fl.Iefl v:he1e the people commute to 
-v~ork or shon it1. £. Vn.ge or meC:ium size city) 
Town {havin; a populetion of 5,000 to 50,000) 
-Small town (hr.ving a po~mlntion of less the.:i 5,000) 
-Rural c rec ( r, farm or :ranch) 
10. Marital strtus: 
Single 
1~:arri ed with !lO children 
-Jvmrried vrith one or more chilclren 
-Married, but perillanently separated 
-Livorcecl 
--Vlitlowed 
- 2 -
11. Which of t.(1e colleee subjects listecl below Cl.id you or cio you nlnn 
to w1jor in? 
_Foreign lan[,uvc,es 
_Social sciences, philosophy, history, eco;.1or.1ics, lnw 
_Education, tcacher-trr.iniac;, "9hysi er l eclucn. tio ri 
_Fi;ie r.rts, 1nusic, 2.rctitecture, etc. 
_Business, commerce, journalism, etc. 
_Incustrial r.:rts, at:;ricul ture, etc. 
_:._Biologicr,l sciences, 111edicine, deatistry, "J?Sycholo8y, etc. 
_Physical sciences, rn~.them~ tics, canL1eeri.J.g, etc. 
_Enc_:lish, leterf: ture, drn111e, etc. 
12. i'H-:.idi of these S')or-ts have you ;_>layed ofte-=1? (Che ck one or n1or e} 
13. 
Br.sketb: 11 
-Basebr· 11 or softbr 11 
=Football 
_BoxinG; or vTrestling 
Tennis 
-Track 
s,:ir;m.ing 01 bor... ting 
_Sl;:iinr.; 
Golf 
None of tlie r.bove 
Which of these nctivi ties have 'rou spe.!lt co;1si<Jerable time on so 
ti-1at you think of it us one of your 110bbies? (Check one or 1:1ore) 
Photography 
--Fishi!lg e".ld hu:iting 
--I¥:usic 
-Sociid dancing 
-Poetr;r 
- ., Art 
-Cree ti ve vrri ting 
--Se>orts 
-Automobile re"Dciring 
-Chess, checkers, or domLaoes 
--Cr.rd -playine; ( ·?oker, bridge, etc.) 
-Collecti:.1g stcm11s, coins, etc. 
--1.:'.odel building 
--Hot-rod cc:n s 
-IerG.ing for self-educr.tion 
Other 
14. What is your religious ~reference? 
Catholic 
-Jevrish 
-Protestant 
-i'Jone 
--Other 
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15. Approximately hovr fer diC: your fPther (t;uc:rdian) r,o in school? 
(If he attended school in e foreiin country, estimate about how 
far he went). 
Grr.de school 
. Some high school 
_High school gra.C.ur.te 
_Some college or some advrnced. technicrl training 
.....__College 5ra~uate 
16. Approxim&tely how fur did your mother go in school? (If she 
attended school in a forei~n country, estimate ~bout ~ow far 
she went}. 
G1ec1e school 
-Some high scaool 
-=High school graC:.u&te 
Some college or some sdvnnced technicnl trAining 
-Collene gr~duate 
17. Your father's religious preference: 
Catholic 
-Jewish 
_ _Jro tc::;tFnt 
None 
_Other 
18. Your mother's religious preference: 
C8tholic 
-Jewish 
-Protestc.nt 
-None 
_ Other 
Opi~ion Questionnvire 
This ~uestionnuire conteins several topics of current politic~l, 
economic, or moral interest an~ controversy. Would you ple~se ~eieh 
er ch of the E?.l ter nE!. ti ves for· cc.ci.1 issue er. re fully r• acl ei vo r.!1 honest 
anci si:acere O"J?L1ioa r1.s to whici"?. of the al term· ti ves you think would. 
be the best one. You'll notice thv.t after or.ell tonic tl!cre is n 
scale askine you to rr.te hoY' certain you r ... 1e thrt )'ou hnve made the 
best ci1oice. For exa11qle, if you felt neither ')vr·ticulr.rly certain 
or uncertr.in thr;t you haG. selecteC: t~!C best alter11r.tivc, you vroulC::. 
plnco a mark as s~own in tte example below. 
L I 
Very 
Certain 
I I x I L I I 
Very 
U.:ic er tc.in 
Plesse 1;12.ke su1·0 to rate your degree of certn.h1ty following encb topic, 
again gi vine; sincere thought before i~iak inc; your choico. 
1. What rge do you think n Presifent of the U. S. sboul6 be? 
_Under 30 
~30-39 
__ 40-49 
_50-59 
_60-69 
_70 or older 
Hov certriil do you feel th~t you heve selected tj1e best clteran-
ti ve? 
L I 
Very 
Certain 
I I I I I I 
Very 
U.1certain 
2. Which do you feel are inore ir.iporfo.nt-domestic or foreiga poli ti-
1 1 . . ? ca po 1c1es. 
Foreign political policies Ere much more important than 
--dor.1estic policies. 
Foreign politicfl policies are sliGhtly more import&nt than 
--G.ouestic :>olicies. 
Doiaestic political policies are much more ir.ryo1tr:1t than 
-forei[~n 1?olicies. 
t . l"t' 1 pol1"c1'es nrc sli~htly more important Domes ic ~o 1 1cr , . " ~ 
-thu,:-i foreign policies. 
? 0 y·ou feel that you have selected the best &lterna-Hon certai::i ... · 
tive? 
L I 
Very 
Certain 
I L L I L I Very 
Uncertain 
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3. Among those frrvorinP mercy killin..;s the follo,.,ini_; nl ternatives 
have beea sut;i;·estec:.:' Which do you feel is t~1e best altcrnr,tive? 
_·uercy Li llincs s!:oulcl be al lo,•:eu in cases of extensive 
brain.d~m~ge which re~ders the ~&tient i~c&poblc of corin& 
for hims elf, thus c2usia:s f;,Il einotionc.l u!1ci financil!.l burclen 
o:;-1 the fr ·:ii ly. 
__ Mercy killings should be r.llowecl L1 ti:..e ter1,1i11al st<.ces of 
a '!)l'lirtful, i~curable discuse ·Fhen the pr.tient requests it. 
_Mercy ki l line::s should be ol lo'"'ecl. in both of the r. hove CC'.ses. 
How ce1tai~ do you feel thnt you hnve selected the best Plteraa-
tive? 
I I 
Very 
Certrin 
I I I I I I 
Very 
Uncertain 
4. Ho~ do you feel about cr~itul punishment for criminals? 
__ Ca-pi tal punishment should only be us eel "·hen a person has 
been convicted of more thRu 2 nre~e~it~ted murtlers. 
_Ca-r:>i tnl punishrneat should only be useC:: ,.,hen n persoa hns 
been convicted of 1 or more premcdit~ted ~urders. 
_CD-pi tHl punishment shoulc1 only be usecl vrhen a person lrns 
been convicted of ~rerae~itatecl murder or r&pc. 
Ca:oi t~.l nunishlilen t shoulG. only be us ed. when n person has 
-been convicted of premeditated mur-der of trerso:i n[;<.:.L1st 
the U. S. 
Cnnitrl nunishment should be used v~en a perso~ hns been 
--co~1vi c te~ of either Pl er;iedi tr tecl 1:mrC:.er, rape, or tr en.son 
£fiai~st the U. S. 
How certr'vin do you feel thrt you hc.ve selectccl the best Ll tcr·na-
tive? 
L I _L___,_/_,__!___._l_~/_1 
Very Very 
Certr .. in Uncertein 
5. Vlhe, t do you think the maxirnu.:i si;;ieeu. limit on inter st; te highvmys 
shoulG. be? 
50 
55 
GO 
65 
70 
Ho yr c crtain do you feel thP t you hflve selcc ted the best al terna-
ti ve? 
! I I I 
Very 
Certain 
I I I / 
Very 
U.::icertain 
3 -
6 • VTha.t should the ·;·JOlicy of the Selective Service be concerninc; the 
college stuQent? 
_Defer full tine stuC.e:its, but cJ.raft all "'.')P.l t time stu<..:cmts 
d~o are otLerwise elit;ible. 
_Give a:1 a;iti.tu~e cxr.1;·1i:18.tioi. i::,nd trke r.11 ti10se ~clow a 
certain cut-off score, reanrdless of the student's Lr~des. 
_Give a•1 &~ti tude exc:·nL1r.tion n.nG. tr.l:e r 11 tLoso below r.. 
ce1tain cut-off score, Dlovided the student is ~lso 
deficient i~ his srades: 
__ Lf8ft r 11 studetits ~'.rho frll in t;1e lowest quo1 tcr of their 
cl&ss nt the end of each rcndc~ic veer. 
" 
_Dn:,ft stuaents y;ho a:;:e 011 sc~10lcstic ;>rob: tio .. 1 (01 lor·est 
qurrter of clrss), but 1·::r-ke t:-..e clu'<i't.r ftuction of L1-
tended. vocf tio:i of collei.:;e M'?.jo:;:, for cxnrn:_Jle, stuue:its 
''t::.o L1te~H! to be teachers or ministers sLonla be <lofcrred 
bef o :re o t~ie r !M;.j ors. 
How certain do you feel th&t you h~ve selected the best nlternn-
tive? 
I I 
Very 
Ce1 t;oin 
I I I I I I 
Very 
Uncertain 
7. Amon.r;, those aO.voca ti:1g thL t the U. S. shr..re its e.tor.ii c-cnerty 
iafo1m2tion &n~ resources, the follovin2 rltcrnntives have been 
sugeested. Which do you co~side1 to be the best cltern~tive? 
We s}wuld s~u:.re our rtomic-cnercy ii.1fo1rnrtion an0_ resources 
-yri th c:ny country, '.JI ovii.ted thnt country v:rill co!1tri bute to 
our research. 
We should s~2re our ~tomic-energy i~formation &nd resources 
--only "~ith 01u r.llies, proviC:ed they Fill contribute to 
our resef'.rch. 
We should share our ntomic-e~cr2y inforQetion Rn~ reaourccs 
-o:1ly wit~1 our c..llics, ~·riti10ut req;iirinc t;1f'..t tlley contri-
bute to our reseerch. 
Y:e should s:lnre our atomic-e:11eif5Y info1m::tion nnC. 1esources 
---ri th any country, without r equirL18' our allies to contri-
bute to our 1esearch, but reqilirinL the other countries to 
co~tribute to our resecrch. 
y;0 sliould slmre our ato::iic-ener gy iafor:r1r.tion end. resources 
vi th vny cou:-itry, Fi thout r equirine; t!u. t country to contri-
bute to ou1 research. 
IIow certain do you feel that you have selected the best alternn-
ti ve? 
L I 
Very 
Corte in 
I I I I I I 
Very 
Uncertain 
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8. How do you feel &bout our policy i:1 Viet N~~? 
__ I r..m in <'[;reemc1t ~·d th the "?Olicy ou1 Govern;::icn.t is aot.' 
follo~"Ting. 
_Vie should incrense our bo!ilbi:1t;s of North Viet lfa1i1 to in-
c 1 ud.e incl us trirLl ce;'l ter s. 
__ ~'fo s:ioulcl bomb I!&noi (tJie ca:pital city of North Viet i'Jr .. ri1) 
to siJ.ovr the enemy "'·re rnec::i business." 
_. _Vle should stop <1.11 bodbin,; of Nor tI1 Viet :L·Ie.111 since it 
coesn't see,J to be r..ccom~Jlis11L1f;' much militurily, vrl1ile 
politically it ~ould seem we ~re sufferi~~ a loss in world 
-9 res tie e. 
__ Vle should "get out" of Viet Nam. 
How certain do you feel thft you hcvc selectct the best £ltcrnn-
tive? 
_l~l~~l~l~~l~l~~I--/ 
Very Very 
Certain U~certein 
9. Amont; those aC:vocrtinc :.::. change in the 3rr.clin&, systeli1 usccl by [lost 
universities, the fo lloving r.1 teL1r ti vcs i1r.ve been su[;gested. 
Which do you cons icier to be tli.e best r l tc1 .w ti ve? 
_stud.ents should. o~'lly be t:;ruC:eC:. puss or fLil to elL.1Lu1te the 
nressurcs of four yeErs of cor:roetitio:a, with £.Ql!lissioa to 
grrdurte r.nd ~rofessional schools bci~3 ~e?en~ent on 
st~a~crtized tests. 
Stulents s~oull be gr~dod excellent, sGtisfocto1y, or un-
--sr,tisfrctory, '"'ith P.d:nission to e1ncl!r:te ami. ;nofcssionnl 
schools tei"'.lt:: (;epencic:_1t u-pon stn,adrrui2cci tests a.ad. re-
co.nrJe;1Ci.a tions of ter"chers. 
Inster.ci of icceivin&, either A, B, C, etc. stuC:ents sl::.oulC:. 
--be gr&.ded on 2. percentrbe sc<le, i.e., 99, 86, 77, etc. 
Gn des should be cbo lishcd, '·;i th tlrn c ttrvL1rnent of o. cle.-;,ree 
--be in:; G.epen~ent upon the stuG.e;:-it pBssin;:, comprcheasi ve 
exc:rainr:tions. 
How certain do you feel tlir t you hr,,ye selected the best r 1 term1-
tive? 
L_L_L_,_l_..__l __._!~!~! 
Very Very 
Certain Uacertuin 
Personal Impression Questionnaire 
It has been found that -peoples 1 first ir.inressions are often very 
accurate. Often this is true w6en you have E·very little informntion 
about another person. 
Based on the background information you hove of this person we 
w&nt you to give your imryressions of this other oerson ou the follow-
ing questions. - • 
1. Do you think you could be f?iends with this person? 
___Definitely could be friends 
_Probably could be frie!lds 
_Perhaps could be friends 
_Perhaps could not be friends 
_Probnbly could not be friends 
_Lefinitely could not be friends 
2. How knowledgeable do you think this ~erson is of cu1rent events? 
_Extremely kn.owlec1ger..ble 
_Very knowleclgeable 
__ Somewhat knovrlec1geable 
_Not very knovrl edgeable 
_Not at all lmowled[;eable 
3. How would you feel about having this pe1so~ as ~ roommnte? 
_I woulC:. very much like to have this person as Ct roommate 
_I would. like to h~ve t·--iis person r..s a roomr.u: te 
_I would. probr.bly lii.e to ha,ve this '!JCison as o roommrte 
I woul~ neither uarticularly like or dislike having this 
--person as E roommate. 
I would probably ciislilrn havin.:;, this person as ft roommc. te 
-
I woulG. clislike having this "!?er son as n roommf. te 
-
I would very much dislike 
-
hnvin£5 this person ns E roomm&tc 
4. What do you think is the -politicr.l 01ientation of this person? 
_Extreme conservative 
_Slight conservative 
_rdddle of the road 
Slight liberal 
Extreme liberal 
Personal Impression Questionnaire 
Now that you have seen the ~ opinions of this other person on a variety 
of issues, and thereby gained more information about this person, we again want 
you to give your impressions of this person on the following questions. 
It may be that you feel the same as you did when you filled out the question-
naire before, or maybe you feel different now. This is what we want to find out. 
1. Do you think you could be friends with this person? 
~Definitely could be friends 
~Probably could be friends 
~Perhaps could be friends 
~Perhaps could not be friends 
~Probably could not be friends 
~Definitely could not be friends 
2. How knowledgeable do you think this person is of current events? 
_Extremely knowledgeable 
_Very knowledgeable 
~Somewhat knowledgeable 
_Not very knowledgeable 
_Not at all knowledgeable 
3. How would you feel about having this person as a roommate? 
~I would very much like to have this person as a roommate 
_I would like to have this person as a roommate 
_I would probably like to have this person as a roommate 
_I would neither particularly like or dislike having this person as 
a roomate. 
_I would probably dislike having this·person as a roommate 
_I would dislike having this person as a roommate 
~I would very much dislike having this person as a roommate 
4. What do you think is the political orientation of this person? 
_Extreme conservative 
_Slight conservative 
_Middle of the road 
_Slight liberal 
__ Extreme liberal 
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